
ANNEX !I

i. Triangulation is based upon the inforflation derived at Post and Control froo
the BPI and-Gzl. The information is transnitted from the Posts using the
sequences in Annex T2 and is processed in the Control Triangulation alcove to
produce the Nuclear Burst details for transmJssion to all U(U 0 fonnations and

custoners.

2. BPI

TRIANGULATION

a. Imediately a reading, however small, is shown the No I observer at
the Post (and the Triangulation Supervisor at the Control) will control the
timi n9:

(l) UAIT l0 sEcoNDs then reset BPI to zero.

(?l If the needle moves to a higher reading during the l0 seconds
between recording a reading and resetting to zero, start a new l0
second count.

(3) Treat subsequent readings in the sane way, so that as nany times
and pressures as possible are recorded and reported.

b. The ilo 2 observer at the Post (or a designated member of the
Triangulation Team at the Control ) will:

(f) Enter the tine of the reading and the pressure in kilopascals
(kPa) jn the "BPI" section of the Post Log.

' (21 All readings, however small, are to be recorded together with
the time of the reading.

(3) If the BPI needle moves to a higher reading during the l0
seconds between recording a reading and resetting to zero by No I
0bserver, enter the higher pressure and tine in the BPI section of the
Post Log.

(4) Treat subsequent readings in the same way so that as many t'imes
and pressures as possib'le are recorded and reported.

The No 2 observer at the Post is to:

(a) Report al'l pressures of 02 kPa 0R lloRE to the Contro'l using
the sequence ln Annex T2.

(b) Enter the time report made in the BPI section of the Post
L09.

(5)

c. The Post Display Plotter wil'l record the BPI information on a Form
Trlangulation and pass it to the Group Infonnation orderly for filing in the
BPI ltlap "IN" tray.

3, Explosion Heard. l,lhen an explosion is heard the No 2 observer is to advise
the Con-tF6T-Ein!-TE-e rnessage sequence in Annex T2, with "EXPLoSIoiJ HEARD and a

TIIilE" as the text. The Post Disp'lay Plotter will complete a Form Triangulation
and pass it to the Group Information order'ly for filing in the BPI ltlap "IN" Tray'
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ANNEX l,l

4. GZI

a. When the No I observer at the Post (or the Triangulation Supervisor at
the Control ) receives the GZI papersi

(1) l,lrite on the back of each sheet the time at which the observer
left the monitoring room to change the cassettes.

(2\ Examine the papers for marks caused by Nuclear Bursts.

(3) If there is more than one mark (hereinafter referred to as
"spots") decide which is the largest.

(4) Enter the cardinal compass point (N, E, S, lll) of the cassettes
in column 1 and the time the observer left the monitoring room to
change the cassettes in coiunn 2 of Form GzL

(5) Estimate the centre of the spot, read off the bearing of the
centre in degrees against the graticule as accurately as possib'le and
,.f i te the bearing.in three figures leg, 003) in column 3 of Fonn GZI.

(6) Read off the elevation of the centre of the spot in the same way

and write it as two figures (eg, 04) in column 4 of Form GZL (lf the
centre of the spot is on or bel orv the 0 degree Iine, the elevat'ion is
to be written as 00).

(7) Dec'ide whether or not the spot touches the Horizon Line, write
'T' (for Touching) or 'c' (for clear) in colunn 5 of Form GzI.

(B) Estimate the width of the spot in degrees by reference to the
graticule and write it as two figures (eg, 04) in column 6 of Fom GZI.

(9) At the Post pass the Form GZI to No 2 observer for reporting.

(10) Dea] in a similar way with the next largest spot and follow this
with the next largest and so on, until a1'1 spots have been dealt with
in descending order of spot size.

(il ) Re-load enpty cassettes with new papers and place in envelope.

NoTE: The actions in sub-paras a(l ) to a(10) above are to be carried
out as quickly as poss'ible, commensurate with accuracy.

b. The No 2 0bserver at the Post is toi

(l) Report the nuclear burst detai'ls to the Control from the Form
GZI using the sequence in Annex T2.

(2\ Enter the time report made to the Control in column 7 of the
Form GzI.

(3) In the Post Log enter in the GZI section the details of columns
2 to 7 of Fom GZI.

(4) Return Form Gzl to No I observer for fiiing.
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Ai.INEX I.I

c. The Post Display P'lotter will record the information on a Form
Triangulation and hand it to the Group Information orderly for filing in the
Triangu'lation Rack.

5. BPI Map. 0n the receipt of the Forms Triangulation with BPI or Exp'losion
Heard ?ata Fron the Group Information orderly the BPI Plotter is to:

a. Ilrite under the appropriate Post position, in the forfl of a list, the
time in nlnutes fol lowed by the pressure reading, in BLACK omnlcrom for
ToCSIN data or 'EH' and the time in ninutes in RED qnnicrom for Explosion
Heard data.

b. Place used forms in the "DEAD" rack.

6. The Nuclear Burst Situation

a. The Triangulation Supervisor is to take up a position from which the
BPI l,lap can be seen as soon as infonnation starts to be plotted, and is to
make an assessnent of the nunber and approxinate NGR position of nuclear

_ bursts in or near the Group by:

{l ) Concentrating upon large pressures, ie any pressure of l4 kPa or
more separated by 26 km from another.

(2) Accepting that each pressure recorded at a Post indicates a
separate burst.

(3) Balancing the number of pressures at Posts against the distances
between larger pressures to estimate the number and general
di stri buti on of bursts.

b. The Triangu'lation Supervisor is to:

(l ) Pass the croup Nuclear Burst situation to the Duty 0fficer by
tel ephone.

lzj Decide whether to use pressures or spot sizes supported by
AWDREY information to establish burst powers, remembering:

(a) Pressures are to be used whenever possible.

(b) Pressures must be related to Ground Zeros (GZs) with
absol ute certainty.

(c) single bursts always require the use of pressures.

(d) A few bursts close together require the use of spot sizes.

(e) A few bursts widely spaced nay enable the use of pressures.

(f) A large number of bursts will require the use of spot sizes.

(3) Ensure that the assessnent of the croup nuclear burst situation
does not interfere with the assessment of nuclear burst details.
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ANNEX I,1

Triangul ation Table

a- Trianqulation Feeder. 0n the dei'ivery of Forms GzI with Nuclear Burst
data to -thE-'Er'qE6i-mIeT" in the Triangulation Rack the Trjangulation
Feeder is to take the Forms from the Triangulation Rack:

(l) In pairs fror each Post (when there is more than one form per
Post) from the top of the Pile.

(2) In clockwise sequence round the whole of the Group checking
every Post before starting another sequence.

(3) only varying the sequence of selection on the instructions of
the Triangul ation supervisor.

(4) Read the infonnation on Form Triangulation to the Triangulator:

(a) Saying the Post number followed by the word PoST and the
bearing, eg TEN PoST oNE SIX ZERo.

(b) Pausing briefly while the Triangulator sets out the
protractor.

(c) Saying "short" or "'long" according to the spot size, (short
for spot size 09 or more, long for spot size of 08 or less)'

(d) Pausing briefly while the Triangulator draws the bearing.

(e) Savinq the elevation, the words "touching" or "c'lear"
' istrown 

-by rT" o" "c" on tlle form) and the spot size, (eg "zero
two, cl ear, one zero").

(f) Say the tine on the form when the third'line is drawn to
compl ete the triple.

(5) once totd the Triangulation Feeder is to action used foms by:

(a) Ptacing then in a tray marked "dead" when told by the
Trlangulator.

(b) tlarking them with a burst serial on the back and placing
them 'in the-tray marked "confirmation" xhen told "Confinnation
,.. burst" by the Triangulator.

(c) Placing them in the appropriate Group tray when to'ld "to
... Group" by the Triangul ator.

b. Triangul ator

(l ) The Triangulator is to plot the information to'ld by the
Triangulation Feeder on the Triangul ation Table as follows:

(a) On hearing the post number and bearing by:
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ANNEX l,ll

(i) Locating the Posts.

(ii) Setting the protractor to the approximate bearing,

(iii) Placing the protractor stud ln the hole over the Post
posi tion.

(iv) Lining up the protractor on the precise bearing in
relation to the north line of the Post.

(v) If tie bearing confims an ESTABLISHED burst, stopping
the plotting and saying "confirnation ... burst", quoting
the relevant burst serial . (Shouid this bearing be
associated with a larger spot size than those al ready
drawn, or provide a better "triple", it nay be drawn.)

(b) 0n hearing "short" or "long" by:

(i) Drawing a fifteen kilonetres line for "short".

(ii) Drawing a thirty kilometres line for "long".

(c) 0n hearing the elevation "touching" or "clear" and the spot
si ze by:

(i) Writing the information in that order along the line
drawn, as close to the Post as practicable.

(ii) l,lriting the information in one of the following ways
only, so that it is legible and easi]y read by the
Triangu'lation Supervisor (Fig H.l ).

d'"

Fig V.l

(2\ The Triangulator is to instruct the Feeder to return the forms
to the rack after p'lotting by:

(a) Saying "dead" when he considers the information to be of no
value to an adjacent Group.

(b) Saying "to ... Group" when he considers the information to
be useful to an adiacent Group.

c!
*
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ANNEX hl

burst" when the bearing confirms
be indicated by a red ring and a

!3) The Triangulator is to draw the attention of the TriangulationSupervisor to a triple intersection of bearing, eittrer at a point or a'cocked hat, by:

(a) lvlarking the intersection with a red ,,query,, sign.
(9) l,lriting the time, as shown on the Form Triangu]ation,after the other details (para 6 b. (c))when it is-the thi;d
I i ne comp leti ng a tri pl e.

(c) Continuing to lay.bearings to the.intersection,particularly those at right angles to any other, in aonsultationwith the Triangutation Superviior up to ine moment that a burstis e<tabl ished.

B. Assessment of Nuclear Burst Details, The Trjangulatjon Supervisor is tostart Ti- allEss nudlE aF-5uilTile-ta I I s as soon as he has made an assessment of theburst situat'ion, or as soon as triptes are notiii;; l.-r,,li-[v- ,i, triangu.]ator byi

(c) Saying "Confinnation ,..
an establ ished burst which wil l
seri al letter.

a.
by:

Examining triples to determine that they represent real ground zero,s

(l ) Comparing the three spot sizes to
1,1.2 )

(21 Comparing the three elevations to
proposed bonb rype eg Airlcround Burst,

see that they correspond (F.ig

see that they aqree with the(Fis l,l.3 )

This is reasonable,
and the snal lest is

Fig hl.2

as the largest spot size is fron thefrofl the farthest.
nearest post

This is unlikely to be a
el evati ons do not agree.

Fig 1,1.3

true ground zero, as spot sizes and
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ANNEX I,I

b. Erasing the query signs, ringing the ground zero in RED, marking it
with the next burst serial letter (A to Y, onitting I and 0) when satisfied
that the ground zero is reasonable.

c. Assessing the NGR and GEoREF, using the Triangulation Table lights for
GE0REF as I itt'le as possible.

d. Assessing the burst details using:

(l ) The calculator - according to the instructions on it'

12) The distance in kn from the nearest Post to ground zero.

{3) The pressure reported fron that Post if possible, or the spot
size if it is not (cailing for the pressure from the BPI p'lotter).

(4) The elevation reported from that Post.

{5) A}IDREY information, when appropriate, to check the assessment
made of the power.

e. Liaise with other Trianqulation Supervisor's to obtain BPI and GZI
details from adjacent croup's Posts only if the details are essential to
obtain an assessment of a burst.

f. Refrain from passing BPI and GZI details to adiacent Group unless
specif ical iy requested.

9. The Triangulation Supervisor js to action the burst details by:

a. llriting with red board marker, on a nuclear burst slat, entering the
infonnation as indicated in Fig l'l.4.

(1) oRG, Al'1D or CAN (or'iginal , Amendment or Cancel ) as appropriate.

(2) c or A (ground burst or air burst) as appropriate.

(3) The NGR position of ground zero (2 letters, 4 figures).

(4) The GE0REF position of ground zero (2 letters, 4 figures),

(5 ) The burst designation (consist'ing of the Group indentification
(3 letters) and the burst seria'l letter (1 letter).
(6) Ihe power calculated: Kilotons in hundreds, l,legatons in units,
except I.5; ( for Kiloton, lv1 for l'1egaton. (eg 100K, 500K, ll4 1 x 5M,
2t1, 3M).

17) The height calculated (in 500 lvletre intervals. Nil height as
000).
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ANNEX }I

(B) The Date/Time of burst (the time of the wave of attack or
the actua'l burst time if known. AUDREY inforflation may be used
to establish tine of burst).

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Fig l,/.4
NUCLEAR BURST SLAT

b- Completing every space on the nuclear burst s'lat, and hand to the BpI
Pl otter for further action.

,l0. 
The_Iriangulation Supervisor is to assess all bursts in the Group as quick'ly

as possible, consistent with accuracy. If during this process, informition'is
required from Posts in adjacent Groups the Triangulatioh Supervisor is to obtain
the details from the Tr-iangulation Supervisor of-the adjace;t Group(s) via the
switchboard; this is only to be done when in real need of details.
'll. Ihen handed the Nuciear Burst Slat by the Triangulation Supervisor the BpIPlotter is to action the detai'ls as followi;

a. Enter the details of the Triangu'lation Nuclear Burst Tote,

b. At Sector Controls only tell the burst details fron the slat to the
Disp'lay 'A' Plotter using the wall mounted hand teleDhone. prioritv is to
be given to the te'lling by interrupting the Display ,A, Teller uitn;ut
wait'ing for a pause in the telling sequence, using'the sequence in Annex T3.

c.--. Placing the slat in the next vacant position in the NB Display and
call ing the attention of the croup Informaiion VDU operator to it. '

d. Plot the position of the Burst on the BpI map usinq a snall nuclear
burst symbol (red for cB, green for AB), the point of which is piaced at
ground zero, dnd the designation written below using the infonn;tion on the
tri angu tat'i on NB Tote.

12. a. l,lhen all pressures have been plotted on the Bpi map, the BpI plotter
is to check the weapon powers, using pressures. For GB ihis power is taken
from the NB Tote. Ihe Triangulation Supervisor will give the power to be
used for AB which is the cB equivalent derived from the Triangirlation
Cal cul ator.

!]) llorking through the bursts in the order in which they appear on
the tote-

(21 Selecting the line on the compound template approDriate to the
weapon power, holding it against the Bpl map with the spot marked ,,G2,,

centred on the ground zero, rotating the tenDlate and checkino the
Posts which come within range to sea whether'Dressure readino;
appropriate to the weapon can be found.
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ANNEX I,I

(3) lilarking those that can be related with the appropriato Burst
ieiter, usini green chinagraph. (An attenpt shou'ld be made to find a

iriiiuie p""isi"" at each-Po;t within range and each one so found is
to Ue mari<ea to e'liminate as many pressuris as possibte. i{erely to
find one or two pressures where ihire should be many is insufficient)'

(4) Ticking with green chinagraph the pouer shown on the.
iriangulatioi NB Toae when sufficient pressures have been found to
confirm the power of a Burst.

(5) Passing on to the next Burst when the power has been confirmed
or'when insuific'ient pressures can be found to confirm the Burst'

(6) llhen all Bursts have been worked on, reverting to those
unionfirmea by using sma'ller or 'larger powers. (BJ this time nost
o""iirr"s shoir'ld traie been eliminatad, inaking tlre task easier') If a

iine on the template can be found which fits the pressures but
ini""uies or detreases the power, the revised figure should be entered
on the Triangulation Nuclear Burst Tote, using green chinagraph, above

the power shown.

(7) Drawing the attention of the Triangulation supervisor to all
confi rmations and alterations.

b. The Triangulation Supervisor when he has assessed all bursts within
tle Group and no other tasks are outstanding' is to:

(1 ) Recheck his work, using:

(a) Information received from the BPI Plotters.

(b) other GzI information from the "confirmation" tray.

(2) Pass any necessary alterations found i9-!!9-qgg-91!ggl-3!g
reouest authoritv to ra'ise an afiendment.

(3) Action any authorised amendments by:

la) ComDletinq another Nuclear Burst slat, indicating that it
is an amehdment-by writing the abbreviation and in the first
box. The detailawh'ich si'ilI apply are to be included in
addition to that revised.

CAN GB PG2215 su2649 WIN B
,IM

500 191205

Passing the slat to the BPI Plotter for nonnal action.{b)
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ANNEX l/l

(4) Action any necessary cancellations by:

(a) Completing another NB slat, indicating that it is a

cance'llation by writing the word CAN in the first box. Full
details of the burst cancelled are to be included on the slat.

EXAI.4P LE:

AMD AB AG2627 TA6672 MAI A 300K 700 191205

(b) Passing the slat to the BPi Plotter for nornal action.
,l3. Bursts outside the Group Boundary. l,ihen the Triangulation Supervisor has

comp1effiistoas5eS5theburstdetailsoutsidehis
group, by:

a. Obtaining, via the Group Information orderly, the ground zeros and
designations of bursts plotted on the Displ ay A.

b. l'larking the ground zeros of these bursts and their designations on the
triangu'lation tabl e,

c. Assessing the details of those not designated using the nomal
procedure.

d. Passing the detai'ls of the burst (G/A, NRG, GEoREF, PolllER, HEIGHT and
DATE/TII,]E only) to the Duty officer by telephone. These details wil l be

checked with the Sector Control to determine the correct designation.

14, Queries on Bursts. The Triangulation Supervisor is to deal with queries on

the val'i?Tt: oT-tr-q-Fil bursts raised by the Sector Group, the chief fJarning
officer, the Duty officer or because of his own doubts about his original
cal cui ations, by:

a. Recalculating the prob'lem using:

(l ) The standard procedure.

(2) The original details used.

b. Examining the details aga'in, if the original detai'ls are confirmed
usi ng:

(l ) The "Touching" or "clear" inforrnation.

(2) Additional details from other posts.

c. Recalculating as an air burst, if the original details showed a ground
burst and a'll the posts are now shown to have reported "Clear".
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ANNEX I,I

d. Passing information so obtained to the Duty officer by telephone.

e. Issuing an amendlent, as in para 12 b (3), only when instructed by the
Duty officer.

15. Difficulties. The Triangulation Supervisor is to confer with the Group

I nforma-ti6i-T-u perv-i sor or the Duty Officer in any case of difficulty in the
assessment of Burst detai l s.

'16. Appendi ces

Appendix I - Triangulation Rack - Layout.

Appendix 2 - Triangulation Post Situation Tote.

Appendix 3 - Triangulatlon Nuclear Burst Tote'

Appendix 4 - Nuc'lear Burst Display and Nuclear Burst Slot.

11 . References

Annex A - Instructions for Speak i nglt'lri ti ng Information.

Annex T2 - Reporting Sequences'

Annex T3 - Sector, Group Contro'l , and NRC Display Telling Sequences.
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